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In s-wave systems, it has been theoretically shown that a ferromagnetic film hosting a skyrmion can induce
a bound state embedded in the opposite-spin continuum. In this work, we consider a case of skyrmion-induced
state in a p-wave superconductor. We find that the skyrmion induces a bound state that generally resides within
the spectral gap and is isolated from all other states, in contrast to the case of conventional superconductors. To
this end, we derive an approximate expression for the T matrix, through which we calculate the spin-polarized
local density of states which is observable in scanning tunneling microscopy measurements. We find the unique
spectroscopic features of the skyrmion-induced bound state and discuss how our predictions could be employed
as experimental probes for p-wave superconducting states.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.214509
I. INTRODUCTION

Topology has played a significant role in our understanding
of robust features of condensed-matter systems. Topological protection guarantees nontrivial materials properties and
enables promising potential applications within electronics
and technology. Materials with suitable structure provide an
excellent ground to produce low-energy excitations analogous
to concepts originating in particle physics. One such example is
the magnetic skyrmion, a topological defect in a magnetic field
which manifests as a vortexlike spin configuration [1,2]. The
magnetic configuration is then characterized by a topological
invariant given by

1
(1)
Q=
d 2 r B̂ · (∂x B̂ × ∂y B̂),
4π
where B̂ is a unit vector aligned with the local magnetic field.
Q takes on integer values and is denoted the topological charge
of the skyrmion. Configurations with different topological
charges are separated from each other by a finite energy barrier,
making skyrmions robust excitations.
In recent years, significant experimental progress has been
made within the field [3–11]. Notably, skyrmions can be easily
moved by applying spin currents [12,13]. Employing spinpolarized scanning tunneling microscopy, Romming et al. [14]
demonstrated a controlled method of creating and destroying
individual skyrmions. As a consequence, skyrmions are of
special interest from a technological perspective due to their
properties being potentially suitable for use in electronics.
Concurrently with the expanded experimental possibilities, there has been a rise in interest towards skyrmionsuperconductor heterostructures [15–17], not least because
the interplay between skyrmions and superconductivity is
expected to give rise to topological systems. In s-wave superconductors, skyrmions with |Q| = 1 have been theoretically
shown to give rise to Yu-Shiba-Rusinov-like states with
long-range wave functions [15]. These states are within the
spectral gap of the bulk states with parallel spin polarization
but generally still reside within the bulk with antiparallel spin
polarization, making them resonance peaks in the density of
2469-9950/2016/94(21)/214509(7)

states. Also, skyrmions with even charge Q have been argued
to host Majorana zero-energy states [16] on two-dimensional
(2D) s-wave substrates.
In this paper, we extend the study of skyrmions on superconductors (SCs) to p-wave SCs. These are of particular interest
due to the rich physics stemming from anisotropic pairing
that could itself support topological superconductivity. While
this type of unconventional superconductivity has not been
conclusively shown to exist in nature, there are nevertheless
some possible candidate materials under consideration, most
notably Sr2 RuO4 [18]. Hence it is interesting to consider
what sort of properties such a system would be expected
to have. Using standard techniques to analyze the spectra
of superconducting states, we find that: (i) skyrmions with
|Q| = 1 bind localized subgap states, which is in stark contrast
to the results previously obtained for s-wave systems; (ii)
depending on the type of p-wave coupling, states bound
to Bloch and Néel skyrmions show qualitatively different
behavior.
II. SYSTEM

The object of interest in this paper is a magnet-SC
heterostructure, the magnetic texture being cylindrically symmetric. The simplest case is that of a constant Zeeman field.
Consider at first a system consisting of a two-dimensional
p-wave SC with a constant background magnetic field. The
Hamiltonian density of this system is


d · σ
ξp I2×2 − Bσz
,
(2)
H0 =
−ξp I2×2 − Bσz
(d · σ )†
2

p
where ξp = 2m
− μ is the kinetic energy, B is the background
magnetic field, and d · σ is the superconducting pairing
function. This Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian acts on the
†
†
Nambu spinor k = (ψk↑ , ψk↓ , ψ−k↓ , −ψ−k↑ )T , where the
†

operator ψkσ creates an electron of spin σ and momentum
k. The superconducting triplet pairing is encoded into the
vector d. In this paper, we will consider two different types of
pairing vectors: out-of-plane d = (0, 0, px + ipy ) and in-plane
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FIG. 1. Two types of skyrmions with equal topological charge
Q = 1, (a) Néel skyrmion and (b) Bloch skyrmion. The respective
magnetic field textures are described by Eq. (4).

d = (px , py , 0). These result in two different Hamiltonians
H0a = ξp τz + (px τx − py τy )σz − Bσz
p

H0 = ξp τz + (px σx + py σy )τx − Bσz ,

(3)

where H0a is for out-of-plane d vector (pairing of antiparallel
p
spins) and H0 for in-plane d vector (pairing of parallel spins);
τi and σi are Pauli matrices in particle-hole and spin space,
respectively. Throughout this work we will treat both types of
p-wave pairing in parallel.
When the system is coupled to a skyrmion, the magneticfield term in the Hamiltonian acquires a spatial dependence
Bσz → B(r) · σ . We will here consider the two different
configurations of the magnetic field seen in Fig. 1, known
as Néel and Bloch skyrmions, respectively. The fundamental
difference between the two cases lies in the direction of rotation
for the magnetization vector as a function of radius. The
magnetic textures of each is described by the following vectors:


BNeel (r) = B xr sin θ (r) yr sin θ (r) cos θ (r)
(4)


BBloch (r) = B − yr sin θ (r) xr sin θ (r) cos θ (r) ,
where we model the position-dependent angle as
r
, r < R,
θ (r) = π R
1, r  R.

(5)

In the above, R can be viewed as the radius of the skyrmions.
Calculating the topological charge for the two configurations
above as per Eq. (1), we find that they are equal: For both
configurations, |Q| = 1. This indicates that the two skyrmions
are topologically equivalent, and indeed it is possible to
transform between the two through a unitary transformation
H → e−iπσz /4 H eiπσz /4 . However, since the transformation
between skyrmions does not leave the in-plane p-wave
p
Hamiltonian H0 invariant, one might expect to see differences
between the two types of skyrmions in that model. In order to
ascertain the effect of the skyrmions on the p-wave system,
we will proceed to calculate the local density of states (LDOS)
as it contains the relevant spectral properties of the system and
further is amenable to experimental analysis.
III. GREEN’S FUNCTION
AND THE MULTIPOLE EXPANSION

For generic spatial dependence, an explicit analytic solution of the system including the exact magnetic texture is
challenging. As a first approximation we assume that the
skyrmion radius R is small compared to the superconducting

coherence length ξ0 . We then perform a multipole expansion
around the origin to obtain corrections to a desired order. This
gives us an effective potential and allows us to employ the
T -matrix formalism to find an approximative solution to the
full Green’s function of the system, the validity of which is
tied to that of the multipole expansion, namely R  ξ0 ≈
vF /(pF ). We restrict ourselves to the second order of the
calculation, corresponding to the monopole/anapole term for
the Néel/Bloch-type skyrmions, respectively. The expansion
for both skyrmions contains a constant magnetic field term,
which for the purposes of this work can be treated as part
of the unperturbed background; consequently, Eq. (3) will be
used as a starting point of the expansion. The remainder of the
multipole terms will then be treated as a scattering potential.
We further note that, in real systems, skyrmions can generally
be moved around by perturbations unless they are pinned down
by static terms [19,20]. This can be modeled by adding a
pointlike scalar potential to the skyrmionic terms. Taking this
into account, we will consider a change to the Hamiltonian of
the form H → H0 − V = H0 − U τz δ(r) − S(r) · σ , where
SNeel (r) ≈ S0 δ(r)ẑ − S1 ∇δ(r)
SBloch (r) ≈ S0 δ(r)ẑ − S1 (ẑ × ∇)δ(r).

(6)

Correspondingly, in momentum space, the perturbative potential can be written
VNeel ≈ S0 σz + U τz − iS1 σ · p
VBloch ≈ S0 σz + U τz − iS1 [σ × p]z .

(7)

The magnitudes of S0 and S1 can be obtained as the respective
moments of the expansion. As this calculation makes no
reference to the superconductivity, and the skyrmions are
generally related by a simple rotation, we can in both cases
simply use the magnitudes obtained from the Néel magnetic
texture:

1
S0 = d 2 r[S(r) − S(∞)] · ẑ = (π 2 − 4)SR 2
π
(8)

1
R
S1 =
d 2 r[S(r) − S(∞)] · r = S0 .
2
π
The above relations fix the values of S0 , S1 as a function of
the background magnetic field B and the skyrmion radius R.
Using the truncated multipole expansion we can then find an
approximation for the T matrix of the skyrmion through use
of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

T (p1 ,p2 ) = V (p1 − p2 ) +

d 2q
V (p1 − q)G0 (q)T (q,p2 ).
(2π )2
(9)

The equation can be solved analytically in the approximation
where the incoming and outgoing momenta are close to the
Fermi level (see the Appendices). The explicit solution for the
T matrix allows us to calculate the full Green’s function of
the system. Inserting our result for the T matrix up to second
order in the multipole expansion results in an expression for
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FIG. 2. (a) LDOS of system with a skyrmion and out-of-plane d vector, showing a subgap bound state. Parameters used are pF = 20,
vF
(red circle). Energy selected is E = 0.1529EG with an imaginary part of 10−3
vF = 100, B = 0.5,  = 0.5, with skyrmion radius R = 18 p
F
for peak broadening. The green line is a fit C exp(−2r/ξ )/r, showing that the LDOS decays asymptotically as a Yu-Shiba-Rusinov state. The
value of the LDOS has been cut off within the skyrmion radius in order to display the long-range behavior. (b) Spin-polarized DOS at r = 0
for the same system. The dashed lines correspond to the same parameters but with U = 4. Energies are given relative to the bulk gap EG .
(c) Spin-polarized DOS at r = 0 for an in-plane d vector coupled to a Bloch-type skyrmion. Parameters are the same as in (a) and (b). The
dashed line has potential U = 15.

the Green’s function
G(r) = G0 (r) +



2 1

d p
(2π )2



2 2

d p
(2π )2

× G0 (p1 ,ω)T (p1 ,p2 )G0 (p2 ,ω)ei(p

1

−p2 )·r

≈ G0 (r) + G0 (r)T 0 G0 (−r) + Wi (r)Ti1 G0 (−r)
+ G0 (r)(Ti1 )† Wi (−r) + Wi (r)Tij2 Wj (−r),

(10)

where we used the fact that the integrals over the two momenta
can in each case be separated into two different integrals.
Hence finding G(r) reduces to finding the value of the integrals

dp
G0 (p,ω)eip·r
(11)
G0 (r) =
2π

pj
dp
G0 (p,ω) eip·r ,
Wj (r) =
(12)
2π
p
where G0 (r) is the spatial Green’s function of the system
without a skyrmion. The integrals are analytically tractable,
and the solutions for both types of p-wave pairing are presented
in the Appendices. We hence have an analytic expression for
the full Green’s function in terms of these integrals. Moving on,
we can use G(r) to calculate the spin-polarized local density
of states (SPLDOS) through use of the formula

1
1 + λσs 1 + τz
ρλ (r) = − Im Tr
G(r) ,
(13)
π
2
2
where λ = +1 (−1) corresponds to spin up (down) electrons.
The SPLDOS is useful in that it can be probed by spinpolarized STM and hence provides a direct way of comparing
theory to experiment. Further, the sum of the terms for spin up
and down directly yields the LDOS measured in typical STM
experiments.
IV. RESULTS

Based on the treatment above, we have calculated the LDOS
of the system. Notably, we find that the p-wave SC-skyrmion
system can support subgap bound states well separated from
the continuum, unlike the s-wave SC, as seen in Fig. 2. An

example of the LDOS of a system with parameters supporting
subgap bound states can be seen in Fig. 2(a) for the case of
an out-of-plane d vector. To illustrate its location within the
gap, in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) we have plotted the spin-polarized
DOS at the origin for both types of d vector. In the latter two
we have also included the DOS in the case of nonzero scalar
potential U as dashed lines. As is clear from the figures, the
nonmagnetic potential has a quantitative effect on the energies
of pre-existing bound states, although the degree and direction
of this shift depends on the d vector. We find in total four bound
states (including those at negative energies), consistent with
results obtained for p-wave Yu-Shiba-Rusinov systems [21].
Interestingly, the type of skyrmion makes a significant
qualitative difference in the case of an in-plane d vector. In
the studied regime, the Néel-type skyrmion did not support
subgap bound states at all, whereas the Bloch-type skyrmion
supports subgap bound states for a wide parameter range [22].
In a system with out-of-plane d vector on the other hand,
the two skyrmions are equivalent and the system can support
subgap states regardless of skyrmion type. The bound states
in general follow from simple Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states in
p-wave superconductors [21], giving their
√ wave functions the
characteristic asymptotic ∝ exp(−r/ξ )/ r decay, as seen in
Fig. 2(a). As seen in Fig. 3, we also observe [23] oscillation
on scales ∝1/pF as typical for Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states. In
addition to these states, at higher energies (not shown in
the figures) we observe bound states which do not extend
to the center of the skyrmion. Due to the finite size of the
skyrmion, these are expected features, and we interpret them
as states of higher angular momentum. In the case of in-plane
superconductivity the simple Yu-Shiba-Rusinov description
gets more involved for skyrmions, since the Cooper pairs
couple spin and momentum. Heuristically, the effect observed
in this paper can be understood in terms of classical orbits.
Couplings of the type p · σ , as we have here, require spin
parallel to momentum. In the region far away from the
skyrmion, the constant magnetic field is necessarily orthogonal
to the spin of the Cooper pair; however, a classical circular orbit
around the core of the skyrmion creates a trajectory where
B always has an in-plane component tangent to the circle.
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FIG. 3. LDOS as a function of radius and energy for (a) out-of-plane d vector, (b) in-plane d vector with a Bloch skyrmion. In both cases,
vF
, and the scalar potential U = 0. Energies are given relative to the bulk
the parameters are pF = 20, vF = 100, B = 0.5,  = 0.5, R = 18 p
F
gap EG .

Similarly one would expect p × σ couplings to support bound
states around Néel skyrmions, which can easily be seen to
be the case as the unitary transformation that rotates Bloch
skyrmions into Néel skyrmions change the superconducting
coupling exactly thus. For completeness, we note that while
the in-plane p-wave SC coupled to a Néel skyrmion does not
support bound states for the parameters used in Figs. 2 and
3, it can host bound states for high enough scalar potentials
U . However, in this case the states are clearly bound to the
scalar potential rather than the skyrmion, and in fact the
presence of the skyrmion increases the scalar potential needed
to form a subgap bound state in this system. It is important to
note that these features are rather generic: The SC-skyrmion
combinations that support subgap bound states do so for a wide
range of parameters.
Thus we propose that it may be possible to distinguish between s-wave and different types of p-wave superconductivity
depending on the effect seen when the system is coupled to
skyrmions. The existence of subgap bound states in general
indicates that the superconductive pairing is not s-wave, and
dependence on the type of skyrmion can act as a separator
between out-of-plane and in-plane d vectors.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have found bound states that are generated in a p-wave
superconductor in proximity to a ferromagnetic film hosting
a skyrmion with topological charge |Q| = 1. We predict
sharp features in the nonpolarized as well as spin-polarized
local density of states that can be measured by tunneling
spectroscopy in superconductors. To be general, we considered
two types of p-wave superconductors, i.e., in-plane and
out-of-plane d vector. In contrast to s-wave superconductors,
which can only host bound states embedded in a continuum,
we found that both studied types of p-wave systems can
support genuine subgap bound states. In the out-of-plane case,
both skyrmions are equivalent due to rotational symmetry.
However, for the in-plane d vector, we found remarkable
qualitative differences between the two types of skyrmions:
Namely, a Bloch skyrmion can induce a subgap bound state
in the superconductor for a wide range of parameters, while

we observed no bound states for the Neel skyrmion (but see
again Ref. [22]). This feature could be used experimentally
to investigate the character of the pairing of a given p-wave
superconductor.
We also found that a scalar potential U can have an impact
on the structure of the bound states. In general, U will shift
the energies of any bound states present, depending on its
sign potentially bringing them to low energies or gapping
the system altogether. High scalar potentials can result in
bound states even for an in-plane d system with a Néel-type
skyrmion; however, in this case it is clear that the state
is bound specifically to the scalar potential well—not the
skyrmion—and in fact the presence of the skyrmion increases
the minimum scalar potential for which a bound state appears.
Our prediction of subgap bound states also opens up
further venues for research, in addition to being useful for
distinguishing different types of superconductivity. Within the
past decade, it has been experimentally shown that under some
circumstances, lattices of skyrmions can form spontaneously
[3,4,7]. More recently, 2D lattices of hybridized subgap
bound states have been found to give rise to interesting
topological behavior in both s-wave [24,25] and p-wave
[26] superconductors. Similarly, we may expect the slowly
decaying subgap states in a skyrmion lattice to hybridize and
potentially induce interesting topological behavior.
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APPENDIX A: T MATRIX

This Appendix is dedicated to the derivation of the T
matrix for the multipole expansion of the skyrmion. The
derivation done here closely follows that of what was done
in the Appendix of Ref. [15]. To simplify, we leave out the
scalar impurity V (k) = −U τz throughout the derivation and
only reintroduce it at the very end.
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Our starting point is the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for
the T matrix which reads
T (pout ,pin ) = V (pout − pin )

d 2p
+
V (pout − p)G0 (p,ω)T (p,pin ).
(2π )2
(A1)
In the multipole expansion, the potential is V (p) = S0 σz −
iS1 fij pi σj , where the matrix fij is either equal to the
Kronecker delta δij or the Levi-Civita symbol ε3ij , depending
on whether the skyrmion is of Néel or Bloch type.
For out-of-plane and in-plane d vector, respectively, and as
elaborated in Appendix B, this is
Ga0 (0,ω)

Pλσ

= −π ν0
λ=±1

p
G0 (0,ω)

= −π ν0

ωλ − 2 vpFFγ τz
2 pF2 − γ ωλ2

Pλσ Pλτ
λ,λ =±1


2 
ω − γvF λ pF + λ vBF
,

2
2 λ pF + λ vBF − γ ω2

Tj1 = − iS1 pF fj k σk − iS1 pF fj k σk G0 (ω)T 0
− iS1 pF fj k σk Ii1 Ti1
†

Tij2 = −iS1 pF fik σk G0 (ω)(T 1 )j − iS1 pF fik σk Il1 Tlj2 , (A7)
where we have introduced the the two integrals


d 2p
d 2p
1
2
Ij =
G
(p,ω)n
,
I
=
ni G0 (p,ω)nj .
0
j
ij
(2π )2
(2π )2
(A8)
We postpone the evaluation of these integrals to the next
section. The matrix components can now be obtained by first
solving for Ii1 Ti1 in Eq. (A6). This is achieved by multiplying
Eq. (A6) with Ij1 and summing over j . We can then easily
express Ii1 Ti1 in terms of T 0 and solve the original equation
for Tj1 in terms of T 0 . Inserting this into Eq. (A5) is then trivial
albeit cumbersome. To solve for Tij2 it is then only a matter
of performing a similar multiplication and summation trick as
we did for Ii1 Ti1 . We are finally left with

(A2)
where P are the projection operators along the z axis—
Pλσ ≡ 12 (1 + λσz ), Pλτ ≡ 12 (1 + λτz )—and γ ≡ 1 + 2 /vF2 .
Henceforth we will denote G0 (0,ω) ≡ G0 for notational
simplicity. We can insert G0 into the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation in order to calculate the full Green’s function of the
skyrmion-superconductor composite system.
In order to proceed, we also make a few simplifying
observations: First, the potential only consists of a momentumindependent term and a linear term. This observation together
with the form of Eq. (A1) suggests that a good ansatz for
the T matrix is one with terms that are at most quadratic in
momentum. The T matrix can then be written as
 †
T (pout ,pin ) = T 0 + Ti1 piout + Ti1 piin + Tij2 piout pjin , (A3)
where T j are matrices to be determined. Note that the
(Ti1 )† follows from general symmetry arguments for the T
matrix. The second observation we make is that the scattering
processes primarily occur close to the Fermi surface, allowing
us to write p = pF n̂ (n̂ is a unit vector and pF is the Fermi
momentum) for all momenta in the ansatz expression for the
T matrix and the potential term in Eq. (A3). Inserting all this
into Eq. (A1) gives us
 1 † in
in
ni + Tij2 nout
T 0 + Ti1 nout
i + Ti
i nj
= V (pF (nout − nin ))



d 2p
+
S0 σz − iS1 pF fij nout
i − ni σj
(2π )2
 †
2
in
× G0 (p,ω) T 0 + Ti1 ni + Ti1 nin
i + Tij ni nj , (A4)
from which we by matching components get a system of
equations for the matrix components:

T 0 = [Q† − G0 (ω)]−1 

(A9)

Tj1 = −iFj Q−1 (1 + G0 (ω)T 0 )

(A10)

†

Tj2k = −iFj Q−1 G0 (ω)(T 1 )k ,

(A11)

where we have introduced the matrices
Fj = S1 pF fj k σk Q = 1 + iIj1 Fj
 = S0 σz + 12 Fj G0 (ω)Fj Q−1 .

(A12)

This concludes the derivation of the T matrix in the multipole
expansion. We can now add the scalar impurity term by noting
that it would only appear together with S0 σz , so all we need
to do is replace S0 σz → S0 σz + U τz in the expression for 
in (A12) and we are done. As a final note, we emphasize that
the derivation is valid for both in- and off-plane d, since they
only differ in G0 (p,ω) whose explicit form was not used in the
above derivation.
APPENDIX B: INTEGRALS

In this Appendix we will evaluate some integrals encountered in the main text and in the previous Appendix.
Specifically, we consider the integrals in Eq. (11) in the main
text,

dp
G0 (p,ω)eip·r
(B1)
G0 (r) =
2π

pj
dp
G0 (p,ω) eip·r ,
Wj (r) =
(B2)
2π
p
as well as two integrals from the previous Appendix:

T 0 = S0 σz + S0 σz G0 (ω)T 0 + S0 σz Ij1 Tj1 Ij T 0
+ iS1 pF fj k σk + iS1 pF fij σj Iik2 Tk1

(A6)

(A5)
214509-5


d 2p
Ij1 =
G0 (p,ω)nj
(2π )2

d 2p
Iij2 =
ni G0 (p,ω)nj .
(2π )2

(B3)
(B4)
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We begin with the integrals from the main text. Due to
convergence, it is necessary to consider the cases r > 0 and
r = 0 separately. For the bare Green’s function, inverting
H and inserting suitable resolutions of identity yields the
following integrals at r = 0:

ω + λB + ξp τz
d 2p
a
σ
G0 (0,ω) =
Pλ
2 (ω + λB)2 − ξ 2 − 2 p 2
(2π
)
p
λ=±1

d 2p
p
G0 (0,ω) =
Pλσ Pλτ
(2π )2
λ,λ =±1
×

ω2

−

ξp2

ω − λB + λ ξp
.
− 2 p2 − B 2 + 2λλ ξp B

(B5)

These integrals do not strictly converge as written, ultimately
due to the fact that BCS theory is not valid at high energies.
They can be calculated, however, by introducing a suitable
cutoff. Here, this can simply be effected by assuming the
relevant scale is near the Fermi level and hence approximating
p ≈ pF + ξp /vF . This reduces both Green’s functions to simple residue calculations, immediately yielding the expressions
in Eq. (A2).
The Green’s function for r > 0 can be calculated from

d 2p
a
σ
G0 (r,ω) =
Pλ
(2π )2
λ=±1

IG1



1 + λσz
ωλ IG0 + τz IG1 + iλℵIG2
2
λ=±1
1
2π
×

+λ



∞

dp
0

p2 J1 (pr)
− (p0+ )2 ][p2 − (po− )2 ]

1 +
[p K1 (−ip0+ r) + p0− K1 (ip0− r)],
2β 0

=

+ iτx σ ·

=

pF2 − 2m2 2 ± i2m pF2 − m2 2 − ωλ2 /2



λλ B 2 ω2 − B 2
β = 2m pF2 − m −
−
. (B13)

2

(B7)

,

The result (B9) is obtained through residue integration upon
representing the Bessel function as an integral; the others can
consequently be deduced through recurrence relations. The
imaginary part of p0± constitutes the inverse of the effective
coherence length ξ of the system. We have in this work
assumed that the argument of the square root in β is positive in
all cases; to first order in /vF , this is equivalent to requiring
that the energies lie within the bulk gap.
The integrals in Wj can be solved in a similar manner. We
first consider the case r = 0. This can be easily solved by
factorizing the denominator as above, yielding

Pλσ λτj
λ=±1

(B8)
p

Wj (0) = −

(B9)

m2 [p0+ + p0− ]
4B

Pλσ Pλτ λσj τx
λ,λ =±1

pJ0 (pr)
[p2 − (p0+ )2 ][p2 − (po− )2 ]

i
= − [K0 (−ip0+ r) − K0 (ip0− r)]
2β

(B12)

and for in-plane SC

Wja (0) = (−1)j
r̂IG2

(B11)

pF2 − 2m2 2 ± i2m pF2 − m2 2 − ωλ2 /2

β = 2m pF2 − m2 2 − ωλ2 /2

where we have defined the integrals
IG0 =

0

[p2


p0±

λ,λ =±1

IG1

dp

(B10)

where Ki (x) is the modified Bessel function of the second
(p0± )2
p2
kind, and ξ ± = 2m
− 2mF . Here p0± are the zeros of the
denominator in the respective Green’s function (indices λ, λ
have been suppressed). Specifically, we have for out-of-plane
superconductivity

Pλσ Pλτ
ω−λ IG0

i +
{ξ K0 (−ip0+ r) − ξ − K0 (ip0− r)}
2β



The terms in the numerator proportional to the momentum
can be written as derivatives with respect to the appropriate
coordinate. The angular integral then directly gives a Bessel
function of the first kind. Factoring the denominator in terms of
its zeros, we find that calculation of the two Green’s functions
reduces to solving three integrals:

p

pξp J0 (pr)
− (p0+ )2 ][p2 − (po− )2 ]



ω + λ ξp − λB + τx (px σx + py σy ) ip·r
e .
ω2 − ξp2 − 2 p2 − B 2 + 2λλ ξp B

G0 (r,ω) =

[p2

∞

=−

p0±

(B6)

1
2π

0

IG2 =

ωλ + ξp τz + λ(px τx − py τy ) ip·r
e
ωλ2 − ξp2 − 2 p2

d 2p
p
G0 (r,ω) =
Pλσ Pλτ
(2π )2
λ,λ =±1

Ga0 (r,ω) =

dp

=−

×

×

∞

=

m2 [p0+ + p0− ]
.
4B

(B14)

(B15)

Consider then the case r > 0. The angular integral is most
conveniently handled by pulling out a derivative with respect
to rj , upon which again we obtain a number of integrals over
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Bessel functions:
i
P σ ωλ rj IW0 + τz rj IW1 − aj IW0 − bj IW3
2π r λ=±1 λ




rj
i
p
σ τ
0
1
2
−ω−λ rj + iτx σj − 2 σ · r̂ IW − λ rj IW + iτx σ · r̂rj IW ,
P P
Wj (r) = −
2π r λ,λ =±1 λ λ
r
Wja (r) =

(B16)
(B17)

defined in terms of

IW0 =

IW1

∞

=
0

dp
0

[p2

π
pJ1 (pr)
[J1 (p0+ r) + iH1 (p0+ r) + J1 (p0− r) − iH1 (p0− r)]
+ 2
− 2 =
2
4β
− (p0 ) ][p − (po ) ]



pξp J1 (pr)
π
2β
+
+
−
−
+
−
ξ [J1 (p0 r) + iH1 (p0 r)] + ξ [J1 (p0 r) − iH1 (p0 r)] +
=
dp 2
4β
πm
[p − (p0+ )2 ][p2 − (po− )2 ]


IW2 =

∞

∞

dp
0

[p2

π +
p2 J0 (pr)
=
(p [J0 (p0+ r) + iH0 (p0+ r)] + p0− [J0 (p0− r) − iH0 (p0− r)]),
4β 0
− (p0+ )2 ][p2 − (po− )2 ]

(B18)

(B19)

(B20)

where Hi is the Struve function of the first kind, and the other parameters are the same as previously.
Finally we turn to the integrals in the previous Appendix. In both cases, the angular integral is trivial and can be integrated
out. Looking at the remaining integrals over the momentum, it is then immediately evident that
Ij1 = Wj (0)Ij2k =
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